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In this book of Frontier High School activities we have tried to present a record of the development of transportation in the school and every community as a supplement to the record of our high school programs and the presentation of growth, change, and improvement we offer you. The dedication 1855-56.
DEDICATION

To the people of the community of Yaque who have made this book possible by their understanding, encouragement, and generous assistance toward the Yaque High School and by their endless efforts to better prepare its students for the outside world, this book gratefully dedicated.
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ACTIVITIES
THE STAFF CLUB IS SPONSORED BY ANNE BART LEWIS AND ELLIS FOR THOSE STUDENTS INTERESTED IN HOSPITALITY. THE EXPRESS PURPOSE OF THE ORGANIZATION IS THE PUBLICATION OF THE ORANGE-WHITE, THE SCHOOL PAPER. THE CLUB ALSO DOES PHOTOGRAPH WORK FOR THE SCHOOL.
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Sponsor
The season band mothers club was organized March 19, 1936 for the purpose of aiding the band. The organization is in cooperation with the band director and the band committee, and the state music stadium has made possible the material improvement of the band.

The organization in its first year raised approximately $2000, which was used for uniforms and instruments. The following instruments have been purchased: two saxophones, two clarinets, one flute, one cornet, one set of drums, orchestra bells, and one bass clarinet.

The outstanding achievement of the organization during the year of 1936 has been the raising of $500 to match $500 already given by the Milton Al. Haskins Fund of the American Legion. This sum is to be applied on payment for band uniforms.
STUDENT COUNCIL

FIRST SEMESTER

Mr. Gregory, President
Dorothy, Vice President
Billy Ellings
Gertrude Dooly
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David Harmon
Barbara Harman
Ray Prichard
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Junior Rep.
Sara Taylor
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The Student Council is the governing body of Teague High School. The officers of the Council are elected by the whole student body. The representatives are elected from their respective classes.

The Council meets every other Friday at intervals of four months to hold a count of the student body in attendance.
DRAMATICS


Henry Neath in the Dramatic Club offers
To a prompt when he appears in the play "A Fine Romance" for the dramatic fest.

Productions Staged in 1939-40 in:
"Gypsy Trouble in Paradise," The Dave Hart and "Uncle Buck's Price." He was also a part of the group producing productions in Detroit, Kansas, Michigan. Texas, Buffalo, and other Midwestern communities.
THE 1937 LEAGUE HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL TEAM has by far the least part-time boys and smallest team in District 28 B. Absolutely no
desire of fresh linemen and passing guards. The tradition-
from which in one of the highest schools is formed. On
one (Duffy; Scott and Kinnison), Quarter back and full back (Coffin and 
Kinnison), tenth end, were placed in the All-District team.
At the Texas Meet

Coin Pole Vaulting Adams

Clark Broad Jumping

Persons Hurling the Discus

High Hurdles

Seely High Jumping

Jarrs Jones High Jumping Looman Long
BEST ALL-ROUND GIRL
MAXINE CALHOUN
BEST ALL-ROUND BOY
MAX SCOTT
MOST POPULAR GIRL
YVONNE HARTSELL
MOST POPULAR BOY
ERGIL BICKERSTAFF
Emma G. Tuley
Most Popular Girl

Earle McSpadden, Jr.
Most Popular Boy
and
Best All-Round Boy

Vickie Harrell
Best All-Round Girl
Entrants in the contests for favorites
THE WORLD RESTS ON THEIR SHOULDERS

WELL ARMED

"HUDDLE"

TEACHER'S PETS

SISTERLY LOVE

POSING

CUT MY LEGS OFF AND CALL ME SHORTY

SWING IT

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS

THE GANG

BOYS, BOYS, BOYS
The names of these seniors are to be found in the ads.
You're banking on a good thing when you bank with TEAGUE NATIONAL BANK
MEMBER OF AMERICAN BANK ASSOCIATION
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP
Teague, Texas

High School Students!
If we can serve you, command us!

Peyton Bros.

Teague Fairfield
Save your pennies at
J.C. PENNEY
INCORPORATED

Mexia Texas Teague Texas

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Any business arrangement to be permanent must be mutually
satisfactory and profitable. Therefore, in selecting your bank have
real PERMANENCY in view and establish yourself for your present
and future wellbeing with a good sound bank.

John Riley, President
Ph. Curry, Cashier
Robt. F. Riley, Cashier
H.B. Middleton, Asst. Cashier
CARL—CARL "BUBB" NICHOLS.
ELLIN—DO YOU UNDERSTAND?
MARY HODEL—SAN PRAIRIE BOY.
CHRISTINE—SHE LIVES HANDSOME.
OPAL—SHE LIVES HANDSOME.
RUTH—SHE LIVES HANDSOME.
RUTH LU—SHE IS ALL US.
Ralph—CARL, SEVEN.
LA VERA—DOES SHE LIKE SUN.
AVON—SOMETHING TASTY.
MARY LOUIS—SOMETHING NICE.
HENDERSON—SHE—SOME OF THE BEAUTY BOY.
BETTY ANOTHER BEAUTY.
MENTAL—HE DELIVERS THE TAILOR.
BLIND—WINS—LEAF TO PAKE.
LOL—BATHS HER BLUS.
PLUMERIA—SHE LIVES TAILOR SHOP.
JAMES—DAMN, FROM MEX.
DORIS—DOES SHE LIKE TO LAUGH.
JOHN WILLIAM—GOODBYE.
SUE—THE CENTER.
EMMA—G-good-bye, LITTLE MARY.
HELEN J—SHE LIVES FARM LIFE.
RENEE—SHE PREFERS SUGAR.
DIANA—HOU AND OLD PAPER?
BLAKE—FAIRFIELD,
LMA BET—HER WOULD SHE SEE OLD ROUND.
ARIEE—GOOD GIRL.

Have your prescriptions filled by an expert

PALACE DRUG STORE
Marvin Senter-Prop.
Graduate Pharmacist

Buy school supplies at—
DUKE & AYRES

We clean clothes clean
The Teague Chronicle
Fayette County's
Most Progressive Newspaper

NELL DONAGHE'S
BEAUTY SHOP
Scientific Service
in a modern manner
PHONE 65

Most
Popular
and newest
styles in
floral needs

TIREYDALE
FLOWER SHOP

We made all photographs
used in this book, any of which
we can duplicate for you at any
time in the future

Reynold's Studio

Teague
Texas
We are for you 100%.
Teague High Students
We will appreciate 100%
of your business.

Compliments
of
N.W. BENDY CO.
DRY GOODS AND EVERYTHING
TO WEAR
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW
QUALITY PRICE SERVICE
TEAGUE TEXAS

CONTENDED

BOW DOWN, BROTHER

SMILES SUNNING

TAKING LIFE EASY

LADIES' MAN

EAGER TO GET TO
CLASSES

WE'RE OFF

SNOWBIRDS

VERY STUDIOUS

Buy your new Frigidaire and RCA Radio

From W.W. Withrow

PADGETT'S BEAUTY SHOP
Teague, Texas
We have what you need when you buy your automotive supplies.

Western Auto Associate Store

Service with a smile.

First Teague High School Pupils Working For Credit In Music

The staff at these and other Allied Stores is ours to serve you. We hope you like it.

The Staff
AUTOGRAphs